Circular No. 35/2020/PHQ


The Police Standing Order, mandates the conduct Annual firing practice every year, as it develops confidence and self esteem among the police personnel and regular practice is essential for a force deployed for law enforcement. In order to highlight the importance and pride of Shooting in the police force, it is hereby decided to introduce a "Kerala Police Shooting Badge" as depicted below for the eligible police personnel as per PSO Rule 81 (1) (a) & (1) (b), based on the highest marks scored in the firing practice.

Gold Badge

The Best Shooter Badge cum Patch for the best shooter in Kerala Police (District level Competitions) will be in the size of 40 mm Width and 50 mm Height. The shape of the logo would be rectangular. It will be the combination of colours Red, Blue, White and Golden. The Badge will be in a rectangular shape in blue background with a red coloured border of width 1.5 mm.
The words KERALA POLICE and BEST Shooter are given in a rectangular box filled with golden colour and of 35 mm Width and 4.5 mm height.

The words KERALA POLICE are given on the top of the rectangle and below the border with a distance of 1 mm from the border. The words BEST SHOOTER are given on the bottom of the rectangle and above the border with a distance of 1 mm from the border. The words KERALA POLICE and BEST SHOOTER are in White colour font and the font type is "Bookman Old Style". The two golden coloured olive branches (contains 21 leaves each), which is placed as to form an oval shape, placed 1 mm from left and right borders and also 1 mm from the KERALA POLICE and BEST SHOOTER boxes.

Inside and in the middle of this oval shaped olive branches, 2 Crossed AK-47 Rifle is placed. On the top of the crossed gun and between the olive branches the New Kerala Police logo (10 mm X 10 mm) is placed and on the bottom of the crossed gun one trumpeting elephant is also placed.

Silver Badge

![Silver Badge Image]

The Best Shooter Badge (Silver) cum Patch for the best shooter in Kerala Police (District level Competitions) will be in the size of 40 mm Width and 50 mm Height. The shape of the logo would be rectangular. It will be the combination of colours Red, Blue, White and Silver. The Badge will be in a rectangular shape in blue back ground with a red coloured border of width 1.5 mm. The words KERALA POLICE and BEST Shooter are given in a rectangular box filled with Silver colour and of 35 mm Width and 4.5 mm height.
The words KERALA POLICE are given on the top of the rectangle and below the border with a distance of 1 mm from the border. The words BEST SHOOTER are given on the bottom of the rectangle and above the border with a distance of 1 mm from the border. The words KERALA POLICE and BEST SHOOTER are in White colour font and the font type is "Bookman Old Style". The two Silver coloured olive branches (contains 21 leaves each), which is placed as to form an oval shape, placed 1 mm from left and right borders and also 1 mm from the KERALA POLICE and BEST SHOOTER boxes.

Inside and in the middle of this oval shaped olive branches, 2 Crossed AK-47 Rifle is placed. On the top of the crossed gun and between the olive branches the New Kerala Police logo (10 mm X 10 mm) is placed and on the bottom of the crossed gun one trumpeting elephant is also placed.

**Silk Badge**

The Best Shooter Badge (Silk) cum Patch for the best shooter in Kerala Police (District level Competitions) will be in the size of 40 mm Width and 50 mm Height. The shape of the logo would be rectangular. It will be the combination of colours Red, Blue, White and Bronze. The Badge will be in a rectangular shape in blue back ground with a red coloured border of width 1.5 mm. The words KERALA POLICE and BEST Shooter are given in a rectangular box filled with Bronze colour and of 35 mm Width and 4.5 mm height. The words KERALA POLICE are given on the top of the rectangle and below the border with a distance of 1 mm from the border.
The words **BEST SHOOTER** are given on the bottom of the rectangle and above the border with a distance of **1 mm from the border**. The words **KERALA POLICE** and **BEST SHOOTER** are in White colour font and the font type is "Bookman Old Style". The two Bronzecoloured olive branches (contains 21 leaves each), which is placed as to form an oval shape, placed 1 mm from left and right borders and also 1 mm from the KERALA POLICE and BEST SHOOTER boxes.

Inside and in the middle of this oval shaped olive branches, **2 Crossed AK-47 Rifle** is placed. On the top of the crossed gun and **between the olive branches** the **New Kerala Police logo** (10 mm X 10 mm) is placed and on the bottom of the crossed gun one **trumpeting elephant** is also placed.

All Unit Heads will ensure that such badges are given to the Best Shooters of the District and they are allowed to don the same in their uniforms.

[Signature]

**Loknath Behera IPS**
**DGP/State Police Chief**

Distribution:  All Unit Heads / All Officers in List 'D'

Copy for info & n/a:
- All Officers in List 'B' (including Spl. Units)
- All Officers in PHQ / State Police Media Centre, PHQ
- CA to SPC / Police Website / Circular Book / 'D' Space
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